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The Americans are coming – is the mustang hoof the overall solution?“Natural Hoof Care” – the generic term for the American barefoot movement – is under way. On internet bulletin boards experiences are shared and practitioners are in demand. At the same time, as the concept becomes fashionable, there are more and more practitioners in Germany who claim to be able to create healthy and productive hooves with this method.
History: An idea is bornThe American barefoot movement had its origin and got its orientation with the book “The Natural Horse” by Jaime Jackson, published in 1992. This book reflects experiences and measurements he collected from 1982 to 1986 while he accompanied wild horses in the Great Basin west of the Rocky Mountains. Since then, the former farrier has tried out his natural trim on domesticated horses for years. Contrary to Gene Ovnicek, who used a tar hoof print on wood to develop a “revolutionary” new horseshoe which has caused problems in the past for many horses, Jaime Jackson ended his farrier career in the beginning of the 1990s and focused solely on the bare hoof.The idea, which fascinated him and for which he looked for supporters who would implement his methods, was simple: “For the first time I became aware of the high performance barefoot... that is when the horse moves naturally on his unshod hooves with optimal performance... That really exists and in my opinion there is no horse on earth – wild or domesticated – that nature hasn’t fully equipped to do so.” (HOGNHC p.33)Of course the question arises why domestic horses have weak and ill hooves, that literally cry out to be shoed. About the current situation Jaime Jackson quotes a study from the American Farriers Association: “Of the 122 million horses worldwide only about 10% are clinically healthy. About 10% (12.2 million) are clinically lame. The remaining 80% (97.6 million) are somewhat lame... and did not pass the health check.” (American Farriers Journal, Nov. 2000, quoted after Paddock Paradise p. 13)For Jamie Jackson the solution is obvious: “Weak hooves are not inherent... they are the result of farriers and – depending on the keeping conditions – from being constrained and other unnatural stabling practices.” (HOGNHC p.36)The idea was born and reads as follows: One has to keep the wild horse hoof in mind: “Follow the wild model”!But the idea alone is not a method of barefoot trimming yet. Wild horses that live in different habitats have completely different hoof shapes; there are flat ones, tight ones, ones that break out and big changes on the same horse depending on the season (see also a diverse number of published studies). But also Jaime Jackson measured a range of differences within the same habitat in the Great Basin (compare The Natural Horse p.71 and 81). “In the wild, each hoof reflects the individual influences and respectively the appearance of the whole horse. This explains the wide variety of characteristic hoof shapes, which can be found in wild populations. And no two hooves are identical.” (HOGNHC p.79)
Differentiation: The idea has different propagandists and manifestationsDuring its advancement, the American barefoot movement unfortunately encountered a hoof trimming method from Germany, whose goal – also in regard to feral horses – is to create optimal hooves, even though that model is based on physical formulas. The common development in the 1990s resulted out of a mutual understanding about fundamental laws of the hoof, which are also part of the NHC theory till this day: hoof mechanism, blood pump and a ground parallel coffin bone. But these similarities did not allow Jaime Jackson and his practitioner colleagues to clearly distance themselves from all “invasive practices” in their work: “Under no circumstances are we to inflict pain in the name of rehabilitation, because the most important issue is the rehabilitation 



of the movement. Every method that proclaims a technique, that makes a horse feel less comfortable after trimming, is inherently wrong.” (MNHCWfY p.55) “Most former barefoot trimmers have learned very invasive techniques, which resulted in a world of pain for the horse. The methodology of Natural Hoof Care sounds good, because it is, but it was carried out by incompetent people. Horse owners all over the world tried it out and blood was shed everywhere on the stable floors.”(Pete Ramey: “The politics of hoof care” www.hoofrehab.com) Majorie Smith: “I think that Dr. Strasser’s hoof trimming method is too invasive for the hoof. I could not ride my horses for 1 ½ years, just like my friends, who also participated in the course...” (“My story” quoted from www.arianereaves.de). It was only in the new millennium that the American barefoot movement recovered from the traumatic beginnings by drawing a strict distinction. The AANHCPs principle since then is “Cause no harm. Respect the healing power of nature”, followed by the oath to never practice any harmful measures that diminish the sense of wellbeing. (www.aanhc.net “Oath”)
The quintessence of the natural hoofEven though NHC practitioners agree that each hoof is distinctly different, they agree on one model which they perceive as being naturally perfect: “This is our model… This is the hoof which each horse was born to wear and which is the goal that we gradually work towards... The more I work towards this goal, the more healthy and effective they become.” (MNHCWfY p. 22 and 23) Dr. Ric Redden regarding Jamie Jackson: “We will make this model to be the industry standard.” (HOGNHC p. 316)From this natural hoof, perfectly adapted to the rough living conditions in deserts, dry valleys and mountains of the Great Basin, should be derived the knowledge of how a hoof is built and functions and thus what the “natural trim” should look like.The concept of the hoof mechanism, the blood circulation and a ground parallel coffin bone, in NHC essentially functions as a criteria against any kind of horse shoeing and the so called “pasture-trim” (Majorie Smith as quoted after www.arianereaves.de) by farriers. But those principles are – in difference to the method of Dr. Strasser – not essential to the practical instructions, how to trim a hoof. The one and only criteria for trimming, is the hoof shape of a wild horse: “The correct look, or more precisely the structure of a naturally formed hoof, is a direct result of the wild horse ‘model’.... NHC practitioners simulate the wear on a wild hoof, which in return stimulates the natural growing patterns of the hoof. These patterns create the ‘naturally shaped’ hoof – which is never forced upon the horse because it is developed in accordance with the individual appearance and disposition.” (Interview with Jamie Jackson, www.aanhcp.ner/home). “NHC practitioners treat each hoof within the limitations of the individual appearance and simulate the natural abrasion which can be observed in wild horse country.” (HOGNHC p.79) So it is the NHC practitioner’s job to find out what keeps the domesticated hoof from becoming a successful hoof like the wild model. Furthermore it is the goal to imitate the abrasion of the rough substrate and thus to produce a high performance barefoot on a domesticated horse. Quoted after the guiding principles of the AANHCP (found in the American Wikipedia: keyword “Jaime Jackson”):“Leave that which should be there naturally.Take only that which should be worn away naturally in the wild.Allow to grow that which should be there naturally but is not due to unnatural forces.Ignore all pathology.”



The official trimming guideline of the AANHCPThe goal is a hoof that is round, smooth, hard, small and short like the chosen “high performance hoof” of a mustang. To reach this goal, the official AANHCP trimming rules provide a 6-step-method post evaluation, which I will outline and comment on in the following.The evaluation draws on a hoof meter reader to establish the hoof length and toe angle, whereas it is differentiated between basic toe length (BTL) and healing toe length (HTL), and between basic toe angle (BTA) and healing toe angle (HTA).Step 1: Shortening of the toe to a “healing toe length” (HTL) of at least 8.25 cm. To do so, one has to first remove the sole in the toe region which is in the way. Note: The shortening of the hoof is done regardless of whether there is a levering supporting edge, instable or broken off wall segments or similar conditions; the necessity results out of the comparison to the wild horse model: “small and short”.Step 2: Shortening and adjusting the heel to the level of the hard sole. Note: This measure usually means to change the position of the hoof – for one thing the hoof is cut flatter (approximation of the coffin bone to ground level), which among other structures, overstrains the deep flexor tendon and the navicular complex. For another thing leveling the heels in crooked hooves means an immediate mediolateral change, which requires an abrupt adjustment of the joints.Step 3: Establishing the natural width of the wall. Based on one part of the hoof wall identified as “naturally” thick, the remaining wall is brought to the same width. Background is the understanding that naturally all parts of the hoof wall have the same thickness. (comp. HOGNHC p.51) Note: For one thing this is physiologically incorrect because usually the toe produces a thicker wall due to the fact that the internal hoof suspensory apparatus is subjected to increased strain in the toe region (comp. among others the measurements of the veterinarian Gerhart Rössler in his dissertation, Hannover 1940) Added to this, the hoof wall seems thicker from the bottom which is due to the fact that the wall reaches the ground in an angle. If the hoof wall is nipped evenly all around, then the result is a thinner toe and thicker side areas. From a hoof orthopedic point of view this is wrong, because only by individually adjusting the thickness of the different parts of the hoof wall, it is possible to control the desired abrasion in different parts of the hoof. Especially on crooked hooves, one can help the horse to gradually “walk into” a more balanced shape by controlling the thickness of the different parts of the wall.Step 4: Removal of excessive growth on the outer hoof wall. The whole outer wall is thinned out. Up to a height of 2/3 of the hoof wall (which is the natural abrasion of a mustang hoof, HOGNHC p.134), it is thinned out to the predetermined thickness which was established by the nipper. Note: This merely appears to be the necessary continuation of Step 3, but it also has a visual aspect to it since the goal is a “round and smooth” shape.Step 5: To shape the “mustang roll”, the most well known and pointless measure of the American barefoot movement. To do so, the previously in step 3 and 4 thinned out wall is cut to an angle of between 15° (on already thin parts) and 45° (at the toe) up to the “waterline”, which is the unpigmented inside part of the wall which is attached to the laminae. ” Of course the “mustang roll” is a standard in NHC. It is an extremely important part of the trimming process because it prevents chipping, it helps the rolling off of the hoof, it supports the hoof mechanism, it is essential for the hoof balance and crucial in healing cracks. And I would add that the mustang roll aesthetically contributes to the look of a naturally shaped hoof.” (HOGNHC p.51) Pete Ramney: “It makes the hooves nicer for the eye and promotes the horn compression process”. (MNHCWfY p. 72f.) Therefore the mustang roll has to be rounded and smoothed off with sandpaper. Note: Many positive benefits can be read into the attributes of a mustang roll (for one relief on the outer wall, encouragement of the concavity of the sole) – but the first and last criteria remains the fact that the hoof model chosen by Jaime Jackson has such a “roll”. That is also why it is not supposed to be “bull nosed”, but rather “smooth and round”. In effect only the softest, innermost part of the supporting edge touches the ground, which is why on hard ground it is worn down fast and therefore puts the whole hoof onto the rim of the sole – of course a great condition for “compression”! For domesticated horses with untrained feet, everything but comfortable! The only remaining advantage (next to “beauty”) is a certain prevention of break-outs in the 



supporting edge, because the outermost horn tubules of the wall have lost their ground contact due to the “adjustment of the heel” which produces a flatter hoof. This result could have been reached without weakening the wall and far more meaningful with the application of a “thatched roof” structure.Step 6:  Completion of the underside by rasping and sanding of the sole. This measure is supposed to refine the “sole concavity” and eliminate any weak points. Note: Despite the continual credo that NHC does not recreate a mustang hoof on a domesticated horse (“The ‘wild model’ is not a blueprint for recreation of a domesticated hoof…” HOGNHC, p.269), the example looks very much like it. The result of this “changeover” is a short, round and smooth hoof, which lacks a few key features: the firmness! Thickness of the walls and the sole! This is supposed to promote regeneration by encouraging the “abrasion patterns” of nature.
It’s about the shapeDespite the quite controversial opinion about the natural forces that influence the inside and outside of the hoof, the American barefoot movement agrees on the wild horse foot as a model. “Recently several different barefoot teachers from the USA got together – each of them teaching their own version of the ‘wild horse trim’ – and each trimmed a cadaver hoof. When they were done, all hooves looked almost the same; one could not detect who worked on which hoof.” (Majorie Smith, Where we stand now / January 2009 / quoted from www.arianereaves.de)From the original assertion of “it’s possible” regarding the barefoot of wild horses, it gradually changed to the statement that if the abrasion pattern of a wild horse is applied by trimming, the inner structures would produce a high performance hoof: short, round, smooth and hard. The shape of the wild horse hoof as a guideline is what produces the alleged quality of the hoof.That does not work. The monthly imitation of abrasion, as it takes place in a harsh nature, is not the same as the actual daily use of the hooves from childhood on in such terrain, which shapes the desired “natural hoof” – if everything goes well. Presumably it is possible that domestic horses released to the wild at an early age, would develop a congenial hoof. But not in their actual environment. These circumstances and the individual constitution require a differently shaped foot that fits the physical development, the housing conditions and the use of the horse. Beyond all ideal concepts, the job of the trimmer should be to detect the concrete signs of wear as to which hoof the horse wants to grow in its current life situation and how to help it to be become that way, which in turn will increase the comfort of locomotion. That does not eliminate that parallel one should try and improve that specific life situation should it not be suitable for a horse.
The affinity of the wild model to the hoof bootThe base of the American barefoot movement was the bare hoof that has lost its performance by wrong trimming methods. Despite the failure of the original concept – to achieve the model hoof in the domesticated horses – behind all the success stories, NHC practitioners stick to the concept and simultaneously develop other solutions. They become the biggest supporters of the modern form of hoof protection: the hoof boot. “Hoof boots, and I mean riding boots rather than medical boots, are a godsend for the barefoot movement.” (HOGNHC, p.197) “Let’s get to my way of handling the situation: the biggest help are hoof boots with foam insoles.” (Pete Ramey “The heel height as a deciding factor” www.hoofrehab.com) There is no other trimming method that so intensely promotes the use of hoof boots and where the adjustment and distribution is part of the concept. Although the topic is discussed more in the context of transitioning a shod hoof to the bare foot, the products offered reveal a further affinity to the hoof boot by this so nature-based trimming method. “The use of hoof boots is of significant importance in NHC. First and foremost they are a therapeutic aid in order to correct a physically wrong footing or to protect from the substrate. This way, it is almost always possible to bring relieve and increase the joy of movement.” (www.naturhuf.com Ausbildungsprogramm S. 3)Since the NHC hoof without proper internal structures is generally kept short, it is very often not suited for high-abrasive use or the change between soft pasture and hard substrate environment.



Paddock paradiseThe way in which the American barefoot movement puts the cart before the horse is shown in Jaime Jackson’s latest same-titled publication: "The appeal to Paddock paradise is urgent! Natural hoof practitioners have experienced the hard way how unnatural husbandry conditions (e.g. captivity, green pastures and unnatural diet) undermine our effort to generate and stimulate healthy, naturally formed hooves.” (Paddock Paradise, Jaime Jackson 2006 and in German 2009 p. 11) "In time I began to understand that natural abrasion can only come with natural behaviour like in the wild and to a lesser degree due to environmental influences, something seldomly seen in domesticated horses.” (ibid. p. 55) In order for natural hoof care to work, it consequently has to be combined with a keeping system that allows the imitation of migratory behaviour in wild horses. Without ranting about the practicability of this keeping system (description of the same in chapter 3, ibid. p.66 f.), I point out the catch-22: based on the assertion that by merely applying “wild” abrasion patterns to the hoof in order to put the domesticated horse back on his feet, as a result this method requires conditions that imitate those of wild horses. “I predict that the Natural Hoof Care practitioner of the future will less likely be a trimmer, but rather a diagnostician of healthy hoof changes and an expert in designing natural behavioural incentives on the track which serve the adaptational mechanism.” (ibid. p. 118)
SummaryThe distinct commitment to “soundness”, to a lame-free horse as an absolute condition for trimming (as well as the criticism about unnatural keeping conditions), is a very likeable aspect about NHC. “Any trimming method that prescribes trimming horses in such a way that they are less comfortable after the trim is inherently wrong.” (MNHCWfY p. 55) Unfortunately the American barefoot movement can’t do without being guided by a successful model from nature. And despite the conviction of each hoof being individual, ("The differences in terrain create completely different hoof forms that are performing the same function!!!” Pete Ramey: “One foot for all seasons” www.hoofrehab.com), the unconditional orientation towards the wild horse model sets a standard, which makes the trimming method schematic. “Second. Learn to observe how the hoof responds to your trimming. If the response isn’t good, meaning the finished hoof has deviated substantially from the wild hoof model, you need to go back and review your understanding of the basic trimming principles and recommendations discussed in this guide, and make adjustment accordingly.” (HOGNHC p.11). The hype that this method currently experiences is not bothered in any way by such contradictions and the consequences to the hoof. The main point is: “The methodology of natural hoof care sounds good because it is ... (Pete Ramey: ‘The politics of hoof care’ www.hoofrehab.com) and “happily the natural trim is easy to do” (HOGNHC p. 19), which is reflected in trimming directions for lay people on hundreds of websites. The consequence of such treatment – if executed by a professional – are largely uniformly designed hooves, whose utility deficits require the use of hoof boots on a large scale and – if that is not enough – the adaptation of the wild conditions to the horses environment thus adapting the terrain to the previously formed hoof.


